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� 16% of Ca2+ ions in hydroxyapatite
can be exchanged with Zn2+ ions
within 10 s.

� At ~20 % Zinc incorporation,
hydroxyapatite crystals start to
gradually dissolve.

� Dissolved hydroxyapatite products
and Zn2+ ions react to form hopeite .

� Exchange experiments on TEM grids
allow for rapid analysis with mL
sample volumes.
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The exchange of Ca2+ ions in hydroxyapatite (HAp) with Zn2+ ions into Zn-HAp is of interest for applica-
tions ranging from bone tissue engineering to the use as a precursor in subsequent ion-exchange reac-
tions. Previous studies, using direct synthesis, showed that ~ 20 mol% Zn2+ ions can be incorporated
into HAp, before byproducts are observed. However, this is realized at the cost of a loss in crystallinity
and control over crystal size and shape with increasing amounts of Zn2+ ion incorporation. In this work
a simple post-synthetic ion-exchange strategy for the formation of Zn-HAp has been investigated. By
merely exposing HAp to high concentrations of zinc nitrate in water, up to 22 mol% of the Ca2+ ions
can displaced by Zn2+ ions without any measured loss in crystallinity and preservation of crystallite size
and shape. It was found that the incorporation of Zn2+ ions destabilizes the HAp crystals resulting in their
gradual dissolution and reprecipitation. Consequently, promoting the exchange of Ca2+ with Zn2+ions
using increased reaction times, sonication and increased temperature results in an increased dissolution
of HAp and precipitation of hopeite crystals, thereby preventing the formation of more zinc rich Zn-HAp.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction eralized intra and inter fibrillary in collagen providing strength to
Hydroxyapatite (HAp, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) is one of the most
abundant minerals in biology. In both bone and teeth HAp is min-
these materials [1,2], a strategy that could be used to advantage
in additive manufacturing [3]. Synthetically highly crystalline
HAp can be formed in dispersion [4], although biological HAp is
rather ill-defined [5]. While HAp is the naturally occurring mineral
in collagen [6], collagen has thus far only been mineralized to a
limited extent via direct synthesis [7] with other materials includ-
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ing calcium carbonate [8], silica [9], yttria-stabilized zirconia [10]
and iron oxides [11].

To extend the range of materials that can be incorporated into
collagen and other organic templates, an alternative strategy
would be the use of ion-exchange [12–14]. The preservation of
crystallite shape and location, important for providing toughness
and strength [15,16], should allow for a post-synthetic ion-
exchange of the mineral inside the template, avoiding the need
to investigate new mineralization protocols but still being able to
introduce new properties [17]. The substitution of both PO4

3� and
Ca2+ ions in HAp with a range of respective anions and cations is
possible [18]. However, the relatively high lattice energy of HAp
and apatite species in general will make anion exchange challeng-
ing [13,19–21]. The substitution of Ca2+ ions with Zn2+ ions (further
on referred to as Ca and Zn), leading to Zn-HAp, has been investi-
gated for a range of applications including (antimicrobial) coatings
[22–24], dental applications [25], drug or DNA delivery [26,27],
bone tissue engineering [28–30], improvement in bio-activity
and selective protein adsorption [31,32]. By substituting Ca with
Zn during HAp synthesis 15 – 20 mol% of the Ca could be replaced
with Zn [25,28,33–35]. Increasing the amount of Zn in the reaction
medium results in a progressive increase in Zn substitution, but
with an associated decrease in crystallinity and control over the
crystal size and shape [25,33]. Furthermore increasing the concen-
tration of Zn in the reaction medium above 15 – 20 mol% leads to
the undesired formation of CaZn2(PO4)2�H2O [28,34,35] and Zn3(-
PO4)2�2H2O (hopeite) [34].

Apart from its use as an heavy metal remover as e.g. discussed
by Oliva et al.[36], substituting Ca by Zn via post-synthetic ion-
exchange for the specific goal of obtaining Zn-HAp has received
limited attention. Hayakawa et al. [31] exposed HAp to up to
11.5 mM of aqueous Zn(NO)3 solutions for 24 h at 80 �C and they
exchanged 2.3 mol% of Ca with Zn without loss in crystallinity.
Wang et al. [37] exposed a HAp slurry to 1 M Zn(NO)3 solution
for 7 days at 37 �C resulting in a 9.5 mol% exchange of Ca with
Zn for HAp with the formation of b-tricalcium phosphate as a
byproduct. Using organic solvents, Chen et al. [38] were able to
incorporate a range of cations in HAp including Zn. A maximum
of 20.5 mol% could be exchanged in the case of iron [38]. These
processes generally result in a very limited Zn incorporation of less
than 20 mol%, require significantly longer than 24 h reaction times
or need to be performed in organic solvents.

Here ion-exchange [13,14] of Ca with Zn in HAp to Zn-HAp in an
aqueous dispersion was investigated by a combination of fast
screening experiments, directly performed on TEM grids, in combi-
nation with more traditional ion-exchange experiments on dis-
persed HAp powders. Exposing synthetic HAp to a significant
concentration of Zn(NO3)2, it was found that ~ 20 mol% of Ca can
be exchanged with Zn within a minute while preserving morphol-
ogy and crystallinity. Further promoting the incorporation of Zn
into Zn-HAp by using increased exposure time or increased tem-
perature only results in a minimal increase in incorporated Zn.
The main reason for this seems to be the destabilizing effect of
the Zn incorporated into the HAp crystals close to 20 mol%. This
causes the gradual dissolution of the Zn-HAp crystals, followed
by the precipitation of hopeite. Nevertheless, the method used
leads to the rapid incorporation of what seems to be the maximum
of Zn in HAp.
2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of hydroxyapatite nanoplatelets

HAp nanoplatelets were synthesized according to the procedure
described by Habraken et al.[4] A buffer solution was prepared by
2

dissolving 50 mM Trizma base and 150 mM NaCl in pure water.
The pH was set to 7.4 using concentrated HCl solution. Phosphate
and calcium stock solutions were prepared by adding either 10 mM
K2HPO4 or CaCl2 to the buffer solution. Both stock solutions were
set to pH 7.4 by dropwise addition of 0.1 M HCl or NaOH. The reac-
tion was initiated by adding phosphate stock solution to calcium
stock solution in a ratio of 0.7:1.0 in a beaker. The reaction mixture
was stirred for at least 4 h depending on volume under magnetic
stirring. The HAp nanoplatelets were isolated by centrifugation
using either an Optima L-90 K ultracentrifuge equipped with a
Type 70 Ti rotor at 20,000 rpm for 20 min or an Eppendorf MiniS-
pinPlus equipped with a F-45–12-11 rotor at 14,500 rpm for
15 min. The so-obtained pellets were redispersed in pure water fol-
lowed by another centrifugation step. This procedure was per-
formed twice. After centrifugation the product was dried
overnight at 60 �C.

2.2. On-grid grid ion-exchange experiments

Several mg of HAp was dispersed in pure water and 10 mL of the
resulting HAp dispersion was placed on a glow discharged contin-
uous carbon Au grid for 40 s. The droplet was removed by manual
blotting using a filter paper. The pH of the Zn(NO3)2�6H2O ion-
exchange solution was preadjusted by dropwise addition of
0.1 M nitric acid. For RT experiments a HAp-loaded grid was placed
on a 300 mL droplet of Zn(NO3)2�6H2O solution for the targeted
amount of time. For on-grid exchange at higher temperature, a
HAp loaded grid was submerged vertically using Teflon coated
tweezers for the targeted amount of time in a preheated Zn(NO3)2-
�6H2O solution. After either ion-exchange reaction procedure,
excess Zn was removed by washing in freshly prepared acetone
and pure water (twice).

2.3. Powder ion-exchange experiments

For ion-exchange on HAp powder, > 10 mg of HAp was dis-
persed in 1 mL of pure-water, which was injected in fluent motion
into 15 mL of 1 M Zn(NO3)2�6H2O solution. For short reactions (less
than 1 min) the dispersion was dispersed by shaking. For reactions
longer than 1 min the dispersion was either stirred or sonicated
(the latter at room temperature only) to prevent sedimentation.
After the 1 to 15 min reaction time (and cooling on an ice bath
in case of heated reactions), the powder was purified and dried
by centrifugation, similar to as during the synthesis of HAp, or by
rapid filtration over a GE Whatmantm 7 mm filter paper.

2.4. Analysis

pH measurements were performed using a Metrohm
(6.0234.100) 125 mm unitrode pH probe.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX)measurements were conducted using either a Phenom
ProX (Thermo Fischer Scientific, TFS) operated at 5 kV (for imaging)
using a backscattering detector and at 15 kV (for EDX mapping) or
on a Verios 460 (TFS) operated at 5 kV and 100 pA (for imaging)
using a circular Everhart-Thornley backscatter detector at 30 kV
(for EDX analysis). Elemental quantification was performed using
the built-in Phenom software or AZtec 2.4, respectively, based on
internal device calibrations. For every reaction condition at least
5 different areas were mapped using EDX. Regular SEM imaging
was conducted using a Quanta 3D (TFS) operated at 5.0 kV which
was equipped with a field emission gun and an ETL secondary elec-
tron detector.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Selected Area
Electron Diffraction (SAED) images were collected on a Tecnai
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T20 (TFS) operated at 200 kV, equipped with a 4096 � 4096 pixels
CETA CMOS camera.

Size analysis of the HAp particles was performed by judiciously
choosing representative particles in representative images, and
measuring their length, width and thickness manually using an
in-house Matlab script.

Powder X-ray difraction (pXRD) measurements were per-
formed on a MiniFlex 600 difractometer operated at 40 kV and
15 mA using Cu Ka radiation. Automatic peak assignments were
made by the PDXL 2 software.

Cryogenic transmission electronmicroscopy (CryoTEM) samples
were prepared by depositing 3 lL of a dispersion on a 200 mesh Au
grid covered with a Quantifoil R 2/2 holey carbon films (Quan-
tifoilMicro Tools GmbH, part of SPT Life Sciences group). An automated
vitrification robot (TFS, Vitrobot Mark III) was used for blotting and
plunging in liquid ethane. All TEM grids were surface plasma treated
for 40 s using a Cressington 208 carbon coater prior to use.

CryoTEM studies were performed on the TU/e cryoTITAN (TFS)
equipped with a field emission gun (FEG), a postcolumn Gatan
Energy Filter (model 2002) and a post-GIF 2 k � 2 k Gatan CCD cam-
era (model 794). Themicroscopewas operated at 300 kV acceleration
voltage in bright field mode and with zero-loss energy filtering.
Fig. 1. SEM image of HAp clusters after exposure to 1 M Zn(NO3)2 solution (a, scale
bar: 5 mm) and the corresponding EDX signals of Zn, Ca and P (b-d). Quantified EDX
atomic ratios of Zn/(Ca + Zn) against P/(Ca + Zn) for apatite exposed to ZnNO3 at RT
for 1 min in triplicate (e, using a different symbol for each sample) and varying
exposure time at RT (f). The black line corresponds to Ca - Zn ion-exchange, whereas
the red line indicates maximum Zn adsorption to the HAp crystals. Conventional
TEM images of as synthesized HAp (g) and after exposure to Zn(NO3)2 solution for
1 min (h); performed directly on a TEM grid. Inset: SEAD results of similar regions
observed spacings; match with HAp (g-h). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3. Results

3.1. Incorporation of Zn into HAp

Ion-exchange was performed by exposing HAp to a 1 M Zn
(NO3)2�6H2O solution set to pH 2.9 by adding 0.1 M nitric acid.
To rapidly probe the incorporation of Zn into HAp, HAp-coated
continuous carbon TEM grids were floated on a droplet of Zn
(NO3)2 solution for 1 min, followed by washing (Experimental).
SEM imaging showed the presence of clusters of HAp before and
after the reaction (Fig. 1a). SEM-EDX mapping on these clusters
was used to investigate the chemical composition. From the EDX
data quantitively two values were compared (Fig. 1b-e): the ratio
of P/(Ca + Zn) to identify the occurrence of ion-exchange versus
adsorption and the Zn/(Ca + Zn) which indicates the rate of ion-
exchange. No drop in P/(Ca + Zn) ratio was measured suggesting
that Ca is exchanged for Zn rather than the adsorption of Zn to
the HAp exterior. Nevertheless, the P/(Ca + Zn) ratio increased, pos-
sibly indicating the introduction of cation hole defects. After 1 min
exposure time, a Zn/(Ca + Zn) ratio of about 0.18 ± 0.068 could be
obtained, implying that Zn ion-exchange has occurred replacing
approximately 20 mol% of the Ca with Zn.

The influence of the procedure on crystallite shape was investi-
gated using conventional TEM. This showed that nanometer-sized
platelets were present both before and after the reaction (Fig. 1g,h),
with a similar length (before 400 ± 138 nm, after 380 ± 171 nm)
and width (before 170 ± 70 nm, after 170 ± 64 nm). The crystallinity
was further probed by using Selective Area Electron Diffraction
(SAED) measurements. No changes in diffraction spacings could be
observed before and after ion-exchange, indicating that the crys-
talline structure remains intact (insets of Fig. 1 g,h). Note that, given
the accuracy of the SAED measurements, this does not exclude that
minor shifts in specific spacings might have occurred (ESI section 1).

To determine if the incorporation of Zn can be modulated by the
exposure time to the Zn(NO3)2 solution, the reaction was repeated
at 10 s, 15 min and 60 min. Again SEM-EDX measurements showed
a slightly increased P/(Ca + Zn) value for all reaction times, indicat-
ing the predominant occurrence of ion-exchange over that of
adsorption. With increasing reaction time, a Zn/(Ca + Zn) ratio of
0.16 ± 0.026 (10 s), 0.18 ± 0.068 (1 min), 0.17 ± 0.008 (15 min)
and 0.22 ± 0.022 (60 min) was obtained (Fig. 1f). This shows that
most of the ~ 15 mol% Zn is incorporated rapidly within the first
3

10 s of exposure. After significantly increasing the exposure time
to 60 min only a minor increase in the incorporated amount
to ~ 22 mol% Zn can be achieved. This suggests that there is either
a diffusion or ion-exchange barrier, preventing the incorporation of
more Zn. Overall it shows that close to 20 mol% of Zn can be incor-
porated into HAp by exposure to Zn(NO3)2 under aqueous RT con-
ditions, a result which is comparable to direct Zn-HAp synthesis.

3.2. Temperature effects

Generally, reaction and diffusion barriers can be overcome by
elevating the reaction temperature. Therefore the experiments



Fig. 2. Quantified EDX atomic ratios of Zn/(Ca + Zn) against P/(Ca + Zn) for apatite
exposed to ZnNO3 at 53 �C at varying concentrations and time.

Fig. 3. pXRD pattern of HAp as synthesized (black) and HAp dispersed in 1 M Zn
(NO3)2�6H2O solution for 1 min at RT (light-green), 15 min at RT (dark-green),
15 min at RT while sonicating (blue) and 15 min at 80 �C (red). The broad pXRD
signal visible at about 20� is due to the substrate. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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were repeated at 53 �C using Zn(NO3)2�6H2O solution concentra-
tions of both 1 M and 2 M using either 1 min or 15 min exposure
time (Fig. 2, Experimental). SEM-EDX studies after exposure
showed that in all cases the Zn concentration in solution had no
effect and therefore the given averages are combinations from both
concentrations. EDX studies after 1 min ion-exchange at 53 �C
showed a Zn/(Ca + Zn) ratio of 0.18 ± 0.02, similar to the value
obtained at RT experiments. After 15 min reaction time, however,
a strong increase in Zn/(Ca + Zn) ratio was observed to
0.44 ± 0.24. The P/(Ca + Zn) ratio showed a strong variation
between 0.2 and 0.9. In most regions a measured increase in Zn/
(Ca + Zn) ratio corresponded with a strong decrease in P/
(Ca + Zn) ratio (Fig. 2), suggesting that adsorption of Zn is at least
in part responsible for the relative increase in Zn. Notably multiple
regions were identified that only had a minimal decrease in P/
(Ca + Zn) ratio indicating minimal adsorption, while showing a
Zn/(Ca + Zn) ratio as high as 0.8. TEM studies after ion-exchange
further showed large populations of relatively small Zn-HAp crys-
tals (Fig. S1, 200 ± 79 nm by 80 ± 32 nm) compared to the original
crystal (400 ± 138 nm by 170 ± 70 nm). This could indicate that the
stress induced by Zn substitution induces cracking or that at ele-
vated temperature dissolution of the Zn-HAp starts to occur. Per-
forming the procedure at 80 �C only showed the incidental
presence of particles (Fig S2), preventing further EDX studies. Over-
all, the data does suggest that a higher incorporation might be
obtained, both by increasing exposure time and temperature. How-
ever, this is at a notable cost of uniformity throughout the sample,
indicating full Zn incorporation may not be feasible.

3.3. Exchange of dispersed HAp crystals

To supplement on-grid studies, the exchange procedure was
also performed on dispersed HAp crystals exposed for 15 min at
80 �C to a preheated 1 M Zn(NO3)2�6H2O solution (Experimental).
Powder X-Ray Diffraction (pXRD) of the purified product (Fig. 3)
showed the dominant formation of hopeite with no (Zn-)HAp sig-
nals being identified. SEM studies on the product dominantly
showed highly faceted micrometer-sized hopeite sheets with an
ill-defined shape (Fig. 4a-b). The observation of hopeite is in sharp
contrast with the incidentally observed HAp particles when using
the on-grid procedure.

Further experiments on dispersed HAp crystals show that the
formation of hopeite is not restricted to high temperature condi-
tions. pXRD analysis of HAp exposed to a Zn(NO3)2 solution shows
the presence of hopeite signals after as little as 1 min exposure
time at RT (Fig. 3). These hopeite signals become more pronounced
with increasing exposure time (15 min) and sonication. Upon son-
ication some minor changes in the pXRD pattern are observed. As
the formation of hopeite is proceeding, adding energy (via sonica-
tion) might help and lead to a somewhat improved crystallinity.
SEM studies (Fig. 4c-d) show, in contrast to the experiments per-
formed at 80 �C, micrometer-sized sheets that are rectangular in
shape, very similar to previously synthesized hopeite crystals by
Parhi et al.[39] The sheets formed at RT are generally clean. Many
of the hopeite sheets formed under sonication at RT are covered
with small particles, presumably (Zn-)HAp. The presence of the lat-
ter could be due to better dispersion due to sonication.

3.4. Transformation to hopeite

There are two possible pathways for the transformation of Zn-
HAp to hopeite. The first is the dissolution of Zn-HAp followed
by reprecipitation into hopeite. A second route would be the direct
transformation into hopeite. The initial nanometer-sized Zn-HAp
crystals are significantly smaller than the formed micrometer-
sized hopeite crystals, which is highly unusual for a direct transfor-
4

mation strategy. Furthermore, hopeite crystals were not observed
when using the on-grid exchange procedure although their pres-
ence would be expected for a direct transformation. Given that
the grids are floated on or suspended in the Zn(NO3)2 solution
(Fig. S3), dissolution and recrystallization to hopeite probably pre-
dominantly takes place in the solution phase with the crystals sub-
sequently sedimenting in the liquid phase, a process matching
observations. This leaves dissolution and reprecipitation as the
most likely mechanism.

A dissolution reprecipitation mechanism, however, does not
preclude local interaction between hopeite and Zn-HAp crystals.
It is possible that local dissolution of the Zn-HAp crystals is
required for the formation of the large hopeite sheets. Indeed,
using conventional TEM on the powder sample formed at 15 min
at RT showed Zn-HAp crystals aggregated on hopeite crystals.
Specifically, not well developed crystal facets were covered with
Zn-HAp crystals (Fig. 5). One suggestion is that the dissolution
reprecipitation process occurs locally. Unfortunately, the hopeite



Fig. 4. SEM images of HAp before ion-exchange (a) and Zn-HAp and Hopeite crystals obtained after HAp exposure to 1 M Zn(NO3)2.6H 2O solution at pH 2.7 for 15 min at 80 �C
(b), 15 min stirring at RT (c), and 15 min sonication at RT (d). Scale bar: 10 mm.

Fig. 5. Conventional TEM image (a) of a hopeite crystal with Zn-HAp crystals in
observed crystal defects (blue arrows) in a 15 min RT experiments. Higher
magnification insets (b-c) of hopeite Zn-HAp interface regions. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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crystals proved too thick for cryoTEM imaging, preventing the
time-resolved studies of their formation in-situ. This makes it
unclear whether these Zn-HAp filled defects are due to drying
effects, the presence of Zn-HAp or a local mineralization process.

Parhi et al.[39] demonstrated that, at low pH, hopeite can be
synthesized in water at room temperature by mixing ZnCl and
sodium phosphate solutions. This suggests that, if Zn and PO4

3� ions
are present in solution, hopeite is the preferred crystallization pro-
duct although not necessarily the thermodynamically most stable
one. Therefore, to identify whether the formation of hopeite at
higher reaction temperatures is a simple dissolution and reprecip-
itation process caused by the natural dissolution of HAp under
these conditions, a control experiment at 80 �C at pH 2.7 in the
absence of Zn was performed. After the reaction a significant
amount of white powder was collected. pXRD and TEM studies
(Fig. S4) showed the presence of pure HAp crystals. This demon-
strates that Zn is essential for the dissolution process.

Previously mentioned EDX studies show that roughly 20 mol%
of the Ca can be exchanged with Zn. Since the spatial resolution
of SEM EDX analysis is limited it cannot distinguish between ions
present on the surface or throughout the crystal. The HAp crystals
investigated have a thickness of about 4.2 ± 0.69 nm based on mea-
surements on tilted crystals observed by cryoTEM (Fig. S5). A HAp
unit cell has a c-axis of ~ 7 Å,[40] meaning a single crystal is ~ 6
unit cells in thickness. If 20 mol% of the Ca in HAp is exchanged
with Zn in a surface layer, this would give a layer thickness of ~
½ a unit cell on either side. To support such an assumption, a value
of the diffusion constant of Zn in HAp would be helpful. However,
direct data are absent and given the broad range of experimentally
determined activation energies for other ions which do not
uniquely relate to the ionic radius, it also appeared to be unfeasible
to reliably estimate the diffusion constant of Zn into apatite.[41,42]
5

Hence it is not realistic to determine the positioning of Zn through-
out the Zn-HAp crystals based on experimental evidence or calcu-
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lations. Therefore, to gain more insight the results were compared
to existing literature.

In literature, using direct synthesis, a HAp exchange limit
of ~ 20 mol% Ca with Zn was obtained, the distribution of which
is expected to be homogeneous. Furthermore, increasing the Zn
fraction above 20 mol% during synthesis results in increased
amounts of hopeite. In addition, performing ion-exchange with a
range of cations in organic solvents, a similar degree of cation
incorporation was achieved by Chen et al.[38] These observations
combined with the results from the current work suggest that
the Zn is homogeneously distributed throughout the crystal. This
indicates that the incorporation of Zn into HAp is limited to about
20 mol%. The ionic radius of Zn (0.88 Å) is smaller than of Ca
(1.14 Å)[43]. Incorporating Zn therefore results in internal stress
in the crystal. If the crystal is unable to reconfigure to release this
stress, its stability decreases, and, when in contact with water, pos-
sibly resulting in dissolution eventually. Calculations by Flora et al.
[20] indicate that fully converted Zn-HAp (Zn10(PO4)6(OH)2) has a
negative Gibbs energy of dissolution, matching our inference. This
would mean that hopeite is not only formed because it is the most
preferred crystal at this low pH and Zn-rich conditions, but that the
Zn-HAp is simply too unstable to exist under the experimental
conditions. It also means that it is highly unlikely that a higher
degree of Zn incorporation in Zn-HAp can be achieved in absence
of any stabilization agents in water.

4. Conclusion

Exposing HAp to a simple aqueous ion-exchange strategy, up
to ~ 20 mol% of the Ca atoms could consistently be replaced with
Zn atoms without influencing the morphology or crystallinity. The
initial exchange with Zn occurs rapidly reaching ~ 16 mol% exchange
within seconds. A larger amount of Zn could be incorporated with
increasing reaction time (up to 22 mol% after 60 min) or by elevating
the reaction temperature (incidental high conversion). The incorpo-
ration of Zn decreases the stability of the resulting Zn-HAp, resulting
in an increased dissolution of these crystals and reprecipitation into
hopeite crystals with increasing Zn incorporation. The limited stabil-
ity of the Zn-HAp crystals under aqueous conditions in the absence of
stabilization agents, therefore, does not permit the homogenous for-
mation of a more Zn-rich Zn-HAp. However, the method used leads
to the rapid incorporation of the maximum amount of Zn in HAp
without destabilizing the lattice.
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